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Constraining the post-emissions temperature change

Nathaniel Tarshish1, Nadir Jeevanjee2, Inez Fung1

April 3, 2022

Climate models predict that if CO2 emissions ceased today, the current temperature anomaly of ∼ 1◦ C would likely persist

for thousands of years. Extending a widely-used energy balance model of Earth’s climate to the case of emissions cessation

reveals how this post-emissions response is governed by the equilibrium climate sensitivity, transient climate response, and CO2

airborne fraction. Temperature invariance after emissions cessation is found to be particular to the historical rate of emissions,

and is therefore not a fundamental property of climate.

The global mean temperature has increased by roughly 1◦ C

due to greenhouse gases emitted by human activities since the late

1800s1. Whether or not these historical emissions commit us to fu-

ture increases in temperature is a fundamental question in climate

science. The societal enterprise of pursuing temperature targets

(e.g., the Paris Agreement) demands an answer2,3.

It is expected that, following emissions cessation, the atmo-

spheric CO2 concentration will decline due to land and ocean up-

take, yielding a reduction in surface radiative heating. At present,

radiative heat primarily flows from the surface ocean into the deep

ocean. As the deep ocean gradually warms, however, its role as a

heat sink for the surface will diminish. Whether the surface tem-

perature increases, stays the same, or decreases will depend on

how the heat source (greenhouse gas radiation) changes relative to

the heat sink (mixing with the deep ocean)4,5.

Numerous climate model simulations4–9 have been performed

to map out the post-emissions temperature for various emissions

scenarios, and have observed each of the three behaviors. The ma-

jority of studies, however, find that the post-emissions change in

temperature is small relative to the temperature anomaly at emis-

sions cessation. This had led to the view that historical emissions

do not commit us to significant future warming. The CMIP6 inter-

comparison project6 reached this conclusion again after analyzing

the post-emissions temperature change over the century following

cessation in state-of-the-art models. Here, we examine the tem-

perature response over the millennium following emissions and

address three basic questions about the long-term post-emissions

climate:

1) Why, on average, do models remain at the same tempera-

ture after emissions cease? It is unclear if this behavior holds for

general emissions scenarios, and is thus a fundamental property of

climate, or if it is particular to historical emissions.

2) How is this behavior consistent with our broader understand-

ing of climate? Past efforts6 to relate the post-emissions tempera-

ture change to established climate metrics, such as the equilibrium

climate sensitivity (ECS), transient climate response (TCR), and

transient climate response to cumulative emissions (TCRE), found

poor correlations. The post-emissions temperature change appears

to be largely unconstrained by conventional measures of climate

(Extended Data Fig. 1).
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3) Which key differences between models are responsible for in-

termodel spread in the post-emissions temperature? In particular,

the relative contributions of climate physics (e.g., cloud feedbacks

or ocean mixing) versus the carbon uptake are unknown.

Investigating these questions calls for a simple quantitative

model for the phenomenon. Here we advance our understanding

by deriving an analytic theory for the long-term committed tem-

perature change in an idealized energy balance model. Despite

its simplicity, our results reproduce comprehensive climate model

simulations to first order, and inspection of the analytic model

yields insight into the above questions.

The post-emissions temperature change

The post-emissions temperature change is conventionally known

as the zero emissions commitment (ZEC)10, defined as the differ-

ence between the final long-term temperature anomaly Tf and the

temperature anomaly at the time of zero emissions Tze:

ZEC = Tf −Tze . (1)

Anomalies are taken with respect to pre-industrial. Long term

refers to the carbon and temperature equilibria that emerge after

substantial deep-ocean mixing over roughly the next millennium.

To constrain ZEC, we appeal to the two-box model of the cli-

mate11–13. The temperature response to radiative forcing can be

partitioned into a fast mode of the ocean’s surface layer coupled to

a slow mode governed by the deep ocean (Methods). If the deep

ocean anomaly is small compared to the surface anomaly at emis-

sions cessation, Tze is determined by the fast surface mode, and

can be obtained by scaling the model’s transient climate response

(TCR)—the temperature at the time of CO2 doubling (year 70)

following a 1%/yr increase in CO2 concentration—by the radia-

tive forcing at cessation. This forcing depends logarithmically on

the atmospheric CO2 anomaly Aze Cemit, where Aze is the fraction

of cumulative emissions Cemit present in the atmosphere at zero

emissions. The final equilibrium Tf is likewise constrained by scal-

ing the equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS) by the final radiative

forcing. The logarithm of the final CO2 anomaly Af Cemit, where

Af is the final airborne fraction, determines this final forcing.

Combining these constraints on Tf and Tze (equations (13) and

(17) in Methods) yields a novel analytic formula for the zero-
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Fig. 1| Comparing ZEC predictions to experiment. Frac-
tional change in the temperature anomaly over the millennium
following emissions cessation as realized by EMIC simulations
versus the theoretical formula (Eqn. 4) for cumulative emis-
sions of 750 GtC (triangles), 1000 GtC (squares), and 2000 GtC
(circles). Prior to zero emissions, models are forced by a 1%/yr
increase in CO2 concentration and emissions are inferred from
the carbon budget.

emissions commitment,

ZEC =
1

log2

[

log

(

1+
Af Cemit

Cpre

)

ECS

− log

(

1+
Aze Cemit

Cpre

)

TCR

]

, (2)

where Cpre ≈ 530GtC is the pre-industrial mass of atmospheric

carbon14.

Consider the simplifying case of Cemit <Cpre/Aze ≈ 1000 GtC.

Linearizing the logarithms yields

ZEC =
1

log2

(

Cemit

Cpre

)

(Af ECS−AzeTCR) . (3)

The sign of ZEC can be deduced by comparing Af/Aze to

TCR/ECS. Here Af/Aze serves as a measure of the disequilib-

rium in the carbon system when emissions are zeroed. The real-

ized warming TCR/ECS is a proxy for the disequilibrium in the

model’s thermal response. This idealized model provides a quan-

titative foundation for the observation in climate models9 that the

relative degrees of disequilibrium in the carbon and thermal re-

sponses impact ZEC.

When Af/Aze > TCR/ECS, the carbon system is closer to equi-

librium than the thermal response. As a result, the magnitude

of the cooling effect from reducing radiative heating due to car-

bon uptake is less than the surface heating generated by turning

off the deep ocean heat sink. In this case, net heating occurs

and ZEC is positive. On the other hand, ZEC is negative when

Af/Aze < TCR/ECS, indicating that the thermal response is closer

to equilibrium than the carbon system. A reduction in radiative

heating due to carbon uptake dominates the temperature evolution

and yields net cooling.

In evaluating the magnitude of ZEC, the temperature anomaly

at cessation Tze provides the relevant scale for comparison (Meth-

ods),

ZEC

Tze
=

log
(

1+Af Cemit/Cpre

)

log
(

1+Aze Cemit/Cpre

)

(

ECS

TCR

)

−1 . (4)

Taking the small Cemit limit again, we find

ZEC

Tze
=

Af/Aze

TCR/ECS
−1 . (5)

We conclude that the relative magnitude—in addition to the

sign—of the post-emissions deviation is determined by the ratio

of the carbon disequilibrium to the thermal disequilibrium. The

dependence of ZEC on the emissions scenario enters only through

the carbon disequilibrium: Aze is expected to depend on the rate

of emissions15, and Af is sensitive to the magnitude of cumulative

emissions16,17. Carbon uptake also depends on temperature, and

while the strength of carbon-climate feedbacks varies across mod-

els, their presence increases Af
18,19. The thermal disequilbrium,

however, is a constant, which depends on the climate model but

not the emissions scenario. In the two-box model, the thermal

disequilibrium is determined by the surface ocean’s propensity to

cool to space versus cool to deeper waters, and this degree of free-

dom is fully constrained by diagnosing TCR in the 1%/yr run and

comparing to ECS (Methods).

Note that the ZEC formula does not constrain the time-

dependent evolution towards equilibrium, and has no bearing

on whether transient peak temperatures occur after zero emis-

sions but before the long-term equilibrium. The experiments in

the Zero Emissions Commitment Model Intercomparison Project

(ZECMIP), however, do not show substantial transient behavior6.

Of the nine models analyzed here, temperatures monotonically ap-

proach the long-term equilibrium in all but one model (IAPRAS)

as shown in Extended Data Fig. 2.

Theory reproduces simulations

To understand the accuracy of the idealized treatment, we analyze

the ZECMIP experiments6 in which the atmospheric CO2 concen-

tration increases at a rate of 1%/yr until the diagnosed cumulative

emissions reach 750, 1000, and 2000 GtC. Temperature and car-

bon evolutions for the models are plotted in the Extended Data

Figs. 2 and 3.

We use the ECS and TCR values for each model6 and diag-

nose Aze and Af from the CO2 profiles (see Extended Data Fig.

4). The resultant theoretical estimates of ZEC are compared to

the experimental values in Fig. 1. We find a close match between

the normalized ZEC anticipated by the analytic model (Eqn. 4)

and the normalized ZEC realized in the ESM simulations. The

theoretical formula yields values that are on average within 0.11

of the experimental ZEC/Tze, and, with a Pearson’s coefficient of

R = 0.87, there is a strong correlation between the analytic and

EMIC results.

Models on average moderately cooled, with a typical reduction

in the temperature anomaly of ∼ 30% from the peak found at the

end of emissions. The UVic and Bern-5 models are the exceptions,

and exhibit warming of up to ∼ 30% after emissions cease. By al-

ternately fixing the thermal disequilibrium and carbon uptake to

the ensemble-mean values and applying the ZEC formula (equa-

tion 2), we find that the physical and carbon dynamics contribute
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roughly equally to the ensemble’s spread (Extended Data Fig. 5).

Regarding the physics uncertainty, note that while models disagree

on ECS by a factor of roughly four, ZEC depends on TCR/ECS,

and the strong covariation of TCR with ECS (Extended Data Fig.

6) blunts the impact of physic uncertainty on ZEC. The cause of

UVic’s warming is a weak post-emissions uptake of carbon, which

results in an anomalously high Af/Aze. The carbon uptake in Bern-

5 is unremarkable, but the thermal disequilibrium (TCR/ECS) is

the smallest in the ensemble, yielding warming.

While there is intermodel spread, a given model’s response is

strongly correlated across the three cumulative emissions scenar-

ios. In the ZEC formalism introduced here, the only variable that

changes from scenario to scenario is the carbon disequilibrium.

Extended Data Fig. 7 shows that Aze stabilizes at approximately

the same value in a given model across the three scenarios, despite

the variation in the cumulative emissions from 750 GtC to 2000

GtC. This behavior is also found in idealized carbon box models15,

where the airborne fraction is a constant for the special case of ex-

ponential emissions, and the value is set by the emissions growth

rate—1%/yr for the ZECMIP scenarios analyzed here. In terms of

the governing variables for the zero-emissions commitment then,

all three scenarios share identical values of thermal disequilibrium

(fixed by the model’s TCR/ECS) and similar values of carbon dis-

equilibrium (Af/Aze). This finding explains the general uniformity

in a model’s response in Fig. 1 and in past studies5 of ZEC using

1%/yr forcings.

Comparison to the ZECMIP data builds confidence that Eqn. 2

faithfully represents the climate’s response to emissions cessation.

Past work6 has used these model responses to 1%/yr forcings to in-

fer the zero-emissions commitment for historical emissions. The

view developed here stresses that ZEC depends on the airborne

fraction and thus the rate of emissions, which varies between his-

torical and 1%/yr runs. Given the ZEC formula, we can account

for this difference and directly evaluate the historical ZEC.

Present-day committed warming

As in the 1%/yr case, evidence for negligible deep ocean warming

for historical emissions comes from simulations12,20 in which the

forcing is abruptly zeroed, and the temperature rapidly returns to

near pre-industrial levels. This observation justifies the application

of the ZEC formula to the historical case.

To compute the present-day ZEC, two additional quantities are

needed: the thermal disequilibrium TCR/ECS and the final car-

bon airborne fraction. To estimate Af for historical emissions, we

note that Af is expected from theory16 to depend linearly on Cemit,

which is confirmed by the ZECMIP results (Extended Data Fig. 4).

We evaluate the linear Af fit for each ZECMIP model at Cemit = 700

GtC, and compute ZEC/Tze via the analytic formula (Eqn. 4) with

each model’s respective thermal disequilibrium. Averaging over

the ZECMIP ensemble, we find ZEC/Tze = −11% for historical

emissions. For the 1%/yr simulations, the ensemble-mean cooling

is ZEC/Tze = −33% given 750 GtC of total emissions (Fig. 1),

confirming our expectation that a 1%/yr run overestimates post-

emissions cooling.

Another bias present in this calculation is that ZECMIP mod-

els are EMICS, which on average have higher TCR/ECS values

than the CMIP6 ensemble8. Fig. 2 plots the predicted ZEC over a

range of thermal disequilibria. For context, we plot the TCR/ECS

values of the full CMIP6 ensemble21 in addition to ZECMIP6.

Computing ZEC with the ensemble-mean thermal disequilibrium
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Fig. 2| ZEC theory applied to historical emissions. The zero-
emissions commitment at present (relative to the current tem-
perature Tze) found by evaluating the analytical theory (Eqn.
2) as a function of the final airborne fraction and thermal dis-
equilibrium TCR/ECS. CMIP6 ensemble values of the thermal
disequilibrium (grey) and ZECMIP results (multi-colored) are
shown along with their respective means (black diamonds) and
std. deviations (whiskers).

of the CMIP6 models shifts the central estimate to a slight cool-

ing of less than 5% from the present temperature anomaly. At a

standard deviation from the mean result, the temperature change

is ±30%. Future warming of comparable magnitude to historical

warming is only possible if an outlier TCR/ECS is paired with an

outlier Af. (Note that the correlation between Af and TCR/ECS

is not significant in the ZECMIP ensemble as shown in Extended

Data Fig. 8.) Because an outlier that is roughly two standard de-

viations from the ensemble averages is required, we conclude that

substantial post-emissions warming due to historical emissions is

unlikely.

Discussion

The idealized theory shows that committed warming arises from

comparing the carbon disequilibrium at the time of emissions ces-

sation to the model’s thermal disequilibrium. The current air-

borne fraction Aze is near 0.4 given historical emissions. After

land and ocean equilibration, the final airborne fraction is ex-

pected to be Af ≈ 0.2. The carbon disequilibrium at present is

therefore Af/Aze ≈ 1/2. Combined with the CMIP6 best esti-

mate of the thermal disequilibrium TCR/ECS ≈ 1/2, we find that

ZEC/Tze ≈ (Af/Aze)/(TCR/ECS)− 1 ≈ 0. We therefore expect

that if emissions cease, the temperature will be roughly constant.

This finding depends on the airborne fraction at the time of zero

emissions, which in turn depends on the rate of emissions. If the

same total emissions were emitted at a faster rate, for instance,

then the airborne fraction would be higher at zero emissions. Ac-

cording to the ZEC formalism developed here, an Aze that is higher

than the historical value of 0.4 brings about post-emissions cool-

ing. For instance, an airborne fraction of 0.8 yields a long-term
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reduction of 50% from the temperature anomaly at zero emissions.

On the other hand, if emissions are emitted more slowly than the

historical rate, there is post-emissions warming: a temperature in-

crease of over 50% occurs if Aze is lowered from 0.4 to 0.25. This

sensitivity to the airborne fraction at the time of cessation pushes

back on the idea that there is a universal temperature response to

emissions cessation, and hints that past results are dependent on

the 1% per-year trajectories that have been frequently employed in

the literature5,6,8,9,22.

The existence of non-zero ZEC implies that the equilibrium re-

sponse to cumulative emissions may differ from the transient re-

sponse8. Fig. 3 highlights that models in ZECMIP can share

similar transient responses to cumulative emissions (TCRE), but

have divergent values of ZEC. In general, TCRE is poorly corre-

lated with ZEC (Extended Data Fig. 1), and ZEC should be re-

garded as an independent degree of freedom. Budgeting carbon

to achieve long-term temperature targets must therefore take into

account both TCRE and ZEC2,3.

The role of deep-ocean mixing in the uptake of both carbon and

heat has in some cases5,23–25 been offered as justification for the

absence of committed warming. A common timescale of uptake is

cited as the reason why the decline in radiative forcing balances the

decrease in heat loss to the deep ocean. This view, however, has

drawn criticism26 from process studies that reveal distinct ocean-

uptake pathways for carbon and heat.

Here, we emphasize that even if deep ocean uptake of carbon

and heat were identical, ZEC is not fully determined by this fact

and may be far from zero. The key determinants of the post-

emissions response are the thermal disequilibrium and carbon dis-

equilibrium, and each are shaped at first order by processes unre-

lated to the deep ocean.

On the carbon side, land uptake is roughly equal to ocean up-

take14 over the historical period, but is notably absent from the

prior timescales explanation. Regarding heat, the climate feed-

back parameter is equally as important as the ocean mixing rate in

determing the thermal disequilibrium (Methods). Land uptake of

carbon and the physical climate feedbacks are distinct in their ori-

gins, but essential to the post-emissions response and the central

finding that Aze/Af ≈ TCR/ECS for the historical case. Therefore,

the lack of post-emissions temperature change for historical emis-

sions is more aptly described as a coincidence, rather than as a

consequence of ocean mixing.

Uncertainty in ZEC stems in roughly equal parts from uncer-

tainty in carbon uptake and climate feedbacks (Extended Data Fig.

5). Improved confidence in our projections of land uptake, which

drives carbon system uncertainty19,27,28, and better constraints on

cloud feedbacks—the leading source of climate feedback uncer-

tainty29–31—would directly improve the accuracy of ZEC esti-

mates. Finally, the permanence of the long-term equilibrium de-

pends on the rate at which sedimentary mixing and rock weath-

ering restore the ocean’s alkalinity, facilitating the uptake of the

remaining fossil fuels over tens of thousands of years17.

Several caveats to this work should be noted. We analyzed

the climate response to only CO2 emissions, and neglected the

effects of methane, other greenhouse gases, and aerosols. How-

ever, prior work32,33 suggests that including these radiative forc-

ings does not modify the first-order picture, as warming induced

by aerosol reduction would be largely canceled by the cooling ef-

fect of methane’s decline if emissions end.

Finally, the ZEC formalism we developed is only applicable to

emissions scenarios in which the deep ocean warming is small

compared to the surface ocean warming when emissions end. This

approximation holds for the historical case and the 1%/yr simula-

tions analyzed here. For emissions that occur over multi-century

timescales, however, the deep ocean warming may be compara-

ble to that of the surface ocean. In this case, the formula pro-

vided here will underestimate the zero-emissions temperature Tze,

and can therefore be interpreted as providing an upper bound on

ZEC, rather than a direct estimate. The sharpness of this bound

for longer timescale emissions scenarios warrants further investi-

gation.

Methods

Two-box model of climate

To examine the flow of heat, we use a simple two-box model11–13.

The lower box represents the deep ocean, and the upper box com-

bines the ocean’s mixed layer and the atmosphere into a surface

box. The internal energy of the surface box is dominated by the

mixed layer, so we refer to the upper box as simply the surface

ocean. Let Ts and Td be the temperature deviation from the pre-

industrial era of the ocean’s surface layer and deep interior, re-

spectively. The energy budget of the upper box is approximated

as

Cs
dTs

dt
= F −λTs − γ(Ts −Td) , (6)

where Cs is the mixed layer’s heat capacity (per area with units

of J/K/m2), F is the radiative forcing (units of W/m2), and γ is

the heat transfer coefficient between the two ocean layers (units

of W/m2/K). The climate feedback parameter, which incorpo-

rates all feedback processes (Planck, water vapor, cloud, etc.), is

parameterized as λTs, where λ is the change in the top of atmo-

sphere outgoing radiation per change in surface temperature. The
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deep ocean’s energy is governed by

Cd
dTd

dt
= γ(Ts −Td) , (7)

where Cd is the deep ocean’s heat capacity. The box model’s evo-

lution consists of a fast and slow response to forcings12, which we

will briefly illustrate here. Consider applying a step function forc-

ing to the surface ocean. Initially Td = 0, and the forcing excites a

surface layer response with timescale,

τf =
Cs

γ +λ
. (8)

Over timescales much larger than τ f , we can neglect the tendency

term in Equation 6, yielding a mixed layer in quasi-equilibrium at

temperature

Ts ≈
F + γTd

λ + γ
. (9)

In quasi-equilibrium, the deep layer budget is reduced to

dTd

dt
=−

Td

τs
+

γF

(λ + γ)Cd

, (10)

where we have defined the deep ocean’s slow timescale of re-

sponse,

τs =
(λ + γ)Cd

λγ
. (11)

Climate models find timescales of τ f ∼ 5 years and τ ∼ 500

years11,34,35.

ZEC formula

Given the final radiative forcing Ff, energy balance constrains the

final temperature,

Tf =
Ff

λ
. (12)

Recalling that λ ECS = F2×, where ECS is the equilibrium climate

sensitivity for a doubling of a CO2, we have

Tf =
Ff

F2×
ECS . (13)

Prior work8,36 has pointed out that we can simplify further by sub-

stituting in with the logarithmic radiative forcing expression,

Ff = F0 log

(

1+Af
Cemit

Cpre

)

, (14)

where Af is the fraction of anthropogenic cumulative emissions

Cemit that remains in the atmosphere in the equilibrium state, Fo

is a constant, and Cpre ≈ 530GtC is the pre-industrial mass of at-

mospheric carbon14. We see that Tf is fully constrained by Af and

ECS22,24,37.

For historical warming, we note that Ts ≫ Td and the tempera-

ture response is well approximated12 by

Ts ≈
F

λ + γ
. (15)

We expect Ts ≫ Td to also hold at the time of CO2 doubling (year

70) following a 1%/yr increase in CO2 concentration, as the dura-

tion of the forcing is small compared to the deep ocean response

time. In this case, the surface temperature at the time of doubling

is known as the transient climate response (TCR), a standard met-

ric tabulated for climate models. The contribution to TCR from

the “recalcitrant warming” of the deep ocean has been probed by

abruptly returning to pre-industrial forcing after year 70: Td ap-

pears to be an order of magnitude less than TCR20. We neglect Td

and approximate

TCR ≈
F2×

λ + γ
. (16)

For a general emissions pathway, if the deep ocean anomaly is

small compared to the surface anomaly at the time of emissions

cessation, the temperature Tze is approximately related to TCR via

Tze

TCR
≈

Fze

F2×
≈

log
(

1+Aze Cemit/Cpre

)

log(2)
, (17)

where Aze is the cumulative airborne fraction when emissions are

zeroed. Substituting our expressions for Tze and Tf into the defini-

tion of ZEC, we arrive at our main result:

ZEC =
1

log2

[

log

(

1+
Af Cemit

Cpre

)

ECS

− log

(

1+
Aze Cemit

Cpre

)

TCR

]

. (18)

Finally, we note that the thermal disequilibrium in the two-box

model is given by TCR/ECS = λ/(λ + γ).

ZECMIP computations

To account for natural variability, the zero-emissions temperature

Tze is taken to be the 20-year average centered on the time of zero

emissions. The final temperature Tf is the average over the last 20

years in each simulation. The ZECMIP emissions are diagnosed

by reconstructing the annual carbon budget,

∆CO2

∆ t
= E −U , (19)

where E is the emissions in GtC/yr, U is the combined land and

ocean uptake in GtC/yr for each model, and CO2 is the atmo-

spheric mass of carbon-dioxide in GtC. The atmospheric tendency

is equal to log(1.01)CO2/yr and the annual time series of CO2 and

U are reported for each model, enabling the determination of the

annual emissions. The cumulative emissions up to time t are given

by

Cemit(t) =
∫ t

0
E dt , (20)

and the cumulative airborne fractions are defined as A(t) =
CO2(t)/Cemit and shown in Extended Data Fig. 7. We analyze the

subset of models in ZECMIP6 that simulated the millennial tem-

perature response: Bern three-dimensional Earth System Model

(Bern); Danish Centre for Earth System Science Earth System

Model (DCESS); A.M. Obukhov Institute of Atmospheric Physics,

Russian Academy of Sciences (IAPRAS); Loch-Vecode-ECbilt-

Clio Model (LOVECLIM); Massachusetts Institute of Technol-

ogy Earth System Model (MESM); Model for Interdisciplinary

Research on Climate-lite/Japan Uncertainty Modelling Project

Loosely Coupled Model (MIROC-lite); Planet Simulator – Grid-

Enabled Integrated Earth system model (P. GENIE); and (8) Uni-

versity of Victoria Earth System Climate Model version 2.10

(UVic). Data from P. GENIE was excluded from the ZEC anal-

ysis due to a physical inconsistency identified in the temperature

response (Extended Data Fig. 9).
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in the ZECMIP simulations. ZEC data corresponds to the 750 GtC cumulative emissions scenario.
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